
Buster + Punch launches FORKED, a versatile 
range of lights exploring the brand’s passion and 
expertise for metalworking. Forked combines 
Buster + Punch’s new casting process with 
precision machining, delicate hand-spun metal, and 
handblown glass globes. Modular in format, the 
design fuses the precision of machined processes 
with the unique aesthetic of casting. The new 
collection unlocks a new level of interior styling 
options with the larger scales and forms of Forked. 

The debut Forked collection includes modular  
ceiling and pendant lights in medium or large. A 
hand-spun solid metal shade in matching finish or 
handblown globe in smoked or opal glass can be 
added or combined with a shade. Forked is available 
in steel, burnt steel, brass or gun metal finishes, and 
will be expanded over time as a range. And each 
variation comes with a specially developed dimmable 
B+P LED bulb, with proportions optimised for each 
specific light. 

“This year we’re releasing a number of collections that combine our full experience 
of solid metal engineering, combining multiple techniques in a single piece. Forked 
is one of our first drops with this aesthetic. There’s decorative opaque glass globes, 
lightweight spun metal, our solid metal knurling and the unique rough cast fork 
detail. The light qualities of the collection are really versatile and usable in loads of 
different spaces, and the size and volume of Forked really makes its presence felt.”

MASSIMO BUSTER MINALE
Founder and Creative Director, Buster + Punch.

INTRODUCING FORKED
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[ name. FORKED PENDANT. ]

[ type. SHADE + GLOBE. ]

[ finish. BRASS + OPAL. ]

[ knurl. LINEAR. ]

[ finish. GUN METAL. ]
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This is the first lighting range to match 
Buster + Punch’s new CAST hardware, 
contrasting dramatically against the 
precise Linear knurling of the light fitting.  
The forms of the Forked shade and globe 
allow the light pattern to be tailored to fit 
the intentions of a space. Add a globe for 
ambience or opt for a shade if you need a 
more directional light. Should you need to 
switch things up in the future, the modular 
globes and shades can be swapped out. 

Forked’s aesthetic and flexibility responds 
to the demand for more ways to link 
together spaces with the brand’s iconic 
attitude. For the brand itself, Forked 
represents another step towards the 
figurative House of Buster + Punch – 
entire spaces and dwellings clad in B+P’s 
home fashion. 

Experience the entire collection during 
Milan Design Festival at the Deus Portal 
of Possibilities in Isola, Milan. 

From 7 - 12 June, 
From 11.30 - 02.00,  
with the restaurant serving from 17.00.

Via Genova Thaon di Revel, 3, 
20159 Milan
deuscafemilano.it

[ name. FORKED PENDANT. ]

[ type. GLOBE. ]

[ finish. BRASS + OPAL. ]

[ name. FORKED PENDANT. ]

[ type. SHADE. ]

[ finish. BRASS. ]

[ name. FORKED PENDANT. ]

[ type. SHADE + GLOBE. ]

[ finish. BRASS + OPAL. ]
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[ name. FORKED CEILING. ]

[ type. GLOBE. ]

[ finish. STEEL + SMOKED. ]


